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As part of FCHgo Toolkit, Marion Deichmann (the author of the animated story Perpetuum
Mobile, 2014: https://vimeo.com/98311515) has created a new animated story, Water and
Light. In this story, Bot, a postal services robot, makes use of hydrogen and fuel cells in
order to deliver some parcels across a mountain range. The interactive animation is
accessible at the link given above.
The Story
In the story, Bot, whose walking is powered electrically, needs to deliver a parcel from Last
Station (a) to Elsewhere (b) which lies across a mountain range. Bot cannot make it across
the mountains directly, but there is a tunnel (c) leading through the mountains to
Elsewhere.
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The story is driven by the Bot’s task to find the right energy source that powers its electric
motor for locomotion. A cable will not do, so, at Last Station, Bot (the player acting on Bot’s
behalf!) can choose from a number of appliances and sources: chocolate, oil, photovoltaic
panels, coal, a battery (which, unfortunately, is empty), and a wind generator (d). It turns
out that only the pv panels will let Bot make the next steps.
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Using photovoltaics, Bot makes it to the tunnel, but in there, the panels cannot power
locomotion any longer. Back to Last Station, where Bot mounts a fuel cell plus (water and

gas) tank. At the nearby lake, water is taken up and the fuel-cell, powered by the pv panels
and running in reverse as an electroyzer, provides hydrogen for storage. Bot makes it into
the tunnel where the fuel cell now runs forward and powers Bot’s electric engine. Finally,
Bot makes it to Elsewhere!
Small scientific sub-plots
Interspersed in the story are imaginative animations of the activities of the Forces of Nature
that work behind the scenes. These are small scientific stories, i.e., sub-plots, based upon
the paradigm of Forces of Nature as agents whose interactions are responsible for what is
going on. As in Deichmann’s Perpetuum Mobile, energy is symbolized as some form of dust
that is handed from agent to patient in their interactions (e and i). One of the first small
scientific sub-plots is the interaction of sunlight and electricity in the photovoltaic cells (e).

e.
Importantly, for the purpose of our FCHgo project, both electrolysis for producing hydrogen
(f and g) and running the fuel cell where hydrogen powers electricity (h and i), are explained
in this imaginative manner in their own sub-plots.
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Using animation in this form where chemicals are active as Forces of Nature, is a new
element we have not seen anywhere before in science communication. In her story and its
animated scientific sub-plots, Deichmann has made an important contribution to the
pedagogy of hydrogen and fuel cells.

